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Abstract 

In order to promote the development of Marine Dual Fuel Engine and meet the 
increasingly stringent emission standards brought by the promulgation of various laws 
and regulations in the world, this paper summarizes the current development status of 
Marine Dual Fuel Engine, and analyzes the gas supply technology, combustion 
technology and injection  technology of Wartsila DF dual fuel engine, and analyzes the 
Gas Valve Unir and Gas Admission Valve in the system It provides a theoretical reference 
for the development of dual fuel low speed engine. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the first internal combustion engine came into being in the 19th century, human beings have 

made rapid progress in transportation and engineering construction. However, the progress of human 

society and science and technology largely depends on coal, oil and other energy resources. A large 

amount of energy consumption on the earth also leads to a series of problems such as resource 

depletion and environmental pollution. 

At present, more than two thirds of the world's total international trade volume is borne by sea, and 

most of these routes are within 400 km of the coastline [1]. Compared with other modes of 

transportation, sea transportation is favored by people for its large volume, low cost, high economy 

and environmental protection. However, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen and hydrogen 

compounds and soot particles emitted by marine engine burning petroleum fuel are important factors 

causing photochemical smog, acid rain, ozone layer destruction and greenhouse effect, which 

seriously endanger people's physical and mental health. 

According to the“ EU 2013 air pollutant emission inventory guidelines“, the contribution of Sox and 

NOx pollutants in the exhaust gas of shipping to the total amount of air pollutants in nationality is 

very large. The highest Sox emission from shipping in some regions is close to 80% of the total air 

pollutants, the highest NOx emission is close to 30% of the total air pollutants, and CO is the highest 

The emission is about 18% of the total amount of air pollutants [1]. The impact of emissions on human 

society is becoming more and more serious, people also need to find a positive way to deal with 

emissions. 
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2. Ship emission regulations 

2.1 Section Headings 

2.1.1 Sub-section Headings 

Due to the damage of ship emissions to the environment and the harm to human health, more and 

more strict emission regulations have been introduced around the world to control ship emissions. 

Annex VI of MARPOL 73 / 78 convention, code for the prevention of air pollution from ships, was 

approved by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in 1997, which limits the emission of air 

pollutants from marine engines. The annex requires all States parties to start on 19 May 2005. In 2008, 

the marine environmental protection organization amended Annex VI of MARPOL convention. The 

revised regulations require the contracting parties to further control NOx and SOX emissions. The 

specific requirements are as follows: after 2015, the upper limit of sulfur content in fuel oil of ships 

sailing in the global emission control area shall be 0.1%; it is tentatively determined that after January 

1, 2020, the upper limit of sulfur content in fuel oil used by engines of ships sailing around the world 

will be reduced to 0.5%; after January 2016, the emission of tail gas pollutants from ships sailing in 

the emission control zones in the North America and the Caribbean Sea must meet the requirements 

The emission standard and emission control area of IMO tier III are shown in Figure 1. According to 

the requirements of tier III regulations, the NOx limit of low-speed diesel engines produced after 

2011 is reduced from 17 g / kW · h to 14.4 g / kW · h, and that of marine diesel engines produced 

after 2016 is as low as 3.4 g / kW · h [1]. Table 1 shows the implementation standards of sulfur content 

limits of marine fuel oil in different time periods;Figure 2 shows the limits of NOx emission in 

different stages of regulation. 

 

Fig. 1 Global emission control area 

 

Table 1 implementation standards for sulfur content limits of fuel in different stages 
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Fig. 2 NOx limits in Annex VI of MARPOL Convention 

 

China's Ministry of transport issued the "special action plan for ship and port pollution prevention 

and control (2015-2020)", which defines the Pearl River Delta, Yangtze River Delta and Bohai Rim 

emission control areas. As of January 1, 2018, the emission control areas have been expanded from 

11 ports, including Tianjin, Qinhuangdao, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Guangzhou, to all ports, and on 

January 1, 2019 To all waters. By 2020, the emissions of sulfur oxide (SOx), nitrogen oxide (NOx) 

and particulate matter (PM) from ships in the emission control area will be reduced by 65%, 20% and 

30% respectively compared with 2015. In addition, phase I of GB 15097-2016 "emission limits and 

measurement methods for exhaust pollutants from marine engines (China Phase I and II)" was 

implemented on July 1, 2018. Since 12 months after the implementation date, the exhaust pollutants 

of all sold, imported and put into use (including those as accessories) shall meet the requirements of 

this standard. 

3. Development of Marine Dual Fuel Engine 

According to the Research Report "realizing the road of low carbon shipping - emission reduction 

potential by 2030" published by DNV, the different emission reduction effects and corresponding 

cost-effectiveness of 25 measures are analyzed, and it is confirmed that using liquefied natural gas 

(LNG) as fuel is the most effective [2].  

The main component of natural gas is methane. The gas component is relatively pure. It has the 

characteristics of rich source, good economic performance, low calorific value, low price and good 

explosion resistance. There is almost no sulfur in natural gas, so there is almost no emission of sulfide. 

The use of dual fuel engine can basically meet the power demand of ships, and the use of natural gas 

can achieve 99% reduction of Sox, 85% reduction of NOx emission, 25% reduction of CO2 emission, 

and nearly 98% reduction of particulate emission [3]. Due to the huge advantages of dual engine and 

fuel plants, the research of dual engine has gradually increased. 
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3.1 Research status of marine dual fuel engine  

3.1.1 Research status of dual fuel engine abroad 

The development technology of foreign dual fuel engine is at an advanced level, mainly for traditional 

marine engine manufacturers such as Wärtsilä and MAN. 

(1) Wärtsilä 

Wärtsilä's research on dual fuel engine began in the 1980s. In 2000, Wärtsilä successfully developed 

the first dual fuel engine 50DF. It was installed on the ship in 2006. In February, 2011, Wärtsilä 

successfully completed the test of RTX5 dual fuel low-speed engine and met the IMO Tier III 

emission standard. In terms of low-speed engine, RT-Flex 50DF two-stroke low-speed engine 

developed by Wärtsilä adopts the intake mode of low-pressure direct injection in cylinder, which has 

been widely used in various types of ships. In terms of medium speed engines, Wärtsilä has a large 

share in the market. The 20DF, 34DF, 50DF and 46DF developed by the company mostly adopt the 

multi-point injection mode in the intake port. By injecting a small amount of pilot oil into the cylinder 

to ignite and work, the Otto cycle can meet the IMO Tier III emission standard under the gas mode. 

(2) MAN: 

MAN's high pressure direct injection liquefied natural gas (LNG) dual fuel engine is one of the most 

advanced engines in the world. [4] In 1994, man started the research and development of low-speed 

dual fuel engine, and manufactured the first two-stroke dual fuel engine 12K80MC-GI. In 2007, MAN 

Diesel & Turbo released two medium speed dual fuel engines, 51/60DF in-line and V-type, which 

adopt the off Port mixed low-pressure intake mode of straight pipe multi-point injection. In 2011, 

man released the first ME-GI. In 2014, man's first ME-GI engine (8L70ME-C8.2-GI) was 

successfully applied on a 3100 TEU Container ship. Between 2014 and 2016, man's orders for 52 

dual fuel engines in cylinder high-pressure direct injection dual fuel engines and about 33 branch 

multi-point injection dual fuel engines. On June 29, 2017, Mitsui Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. announced 

that the world's first ME-GIE two-stroke diesel engine fueled with ethane was successfully put off 

the production line. MAN's engine models range from G95ME-C9 to S30ME-B9, with a total of 21 

models. All MAN ME electronic control engines can be made into ME-GI dual fuel type. [2] 

(3) Others: 

In 2012, Mitsubishi Heavy Industry of Japan started to develop a low-speed dual fuel engine named 

UEC-LSGi, and developed a high-pressure gas supply system in March of the same year, which can 

pump 30MPa LNG. [5] 

Dafa of Japan is developing DE28DF and MD36DF medium speed dual fuel engines; Niigata of 

Japan has completed the research and development of 28AXH-DF  its real ship application [2]. 

In 2012, Caterpillar reformed the M46DF medium speed dual fuel engine on the basis of M43C. The 

M46DF adopts the multi-point low-pressure injection technology of branch pipe, which can meet the 

IMO Tier III emission standard under the gas mode, and has passed the Tier 2 emission certification 

of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

Bergen B series lean burn gas engines produced by Rolls Royce can effectively reduce CO2 and NOx 

emissions, while Sox emissions are almost zero, fully meeting the IMO Tier III emission standards. 

Rolls Royce and Tianhai Integrated Defense Equipment Technology Co., Ltd. jointly put forward the 

design concept of 2500-40000 m3 medium and small LNG carriers suitable for inland, coastal and 

offshore navigation. [2] 

In May 2010, " HiMSEN H35G ", a gas engine independently developed by Hyundai ,made its debut 

in front of the world for the first time. [6] 

3.1.2 Research status of dual fuel engine in China 

As the domestic engine technology is relatively backward compared with foreign countries, China's 

LNG dual fuel mainly appears in the way of "Oil to Gas". 
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At the end of 2009, Wuhan Jiaofa Ship Design Co., Ltd. carried out the transformation design of dual 

fuel power system for Wuhan ferry tugboat; in August 2010, "Sushuo 1260" was successfully piloted 

in Subei section of Beijing Hangzhou canal; in March 2011, it was successfully piloted On March 17, 

2011, Hubei Xinjie Natural Gas Co., Ltd., Wuhan Transportation Development (Group) Co., Ltd., 

Jinan Diesel Engine Co., Ltd. and Wuhan Jiaofa Ship Design Co., Ltd. signed the "Hubei LNG dual 

fuel power ship demonstration and application framework agreement" in Wuhan on March 17, 2011 

to jointly build two China's first batch of dual fuel power ships A new power ship -- 3100t dual fuel 

power bulk carrier [5]. In April 2011, the 5000 DWT reconstruction ship undertaken by PetroChina 

Kunlun Energy Co., Ltd. was tested in Wuhu [6]. 

However, China's engine industry is also actively making its own efforts to promote the development 

of dual fuel engine technology. 

In April 2010, the 1200kW natural gas engine developed by Jichai was certified by CCS, and the first 

pure gas engine in China was born. In November 2011, Jichai successfully transformed the power 

plant of Lujining cargo 2535 Motor cargo ship into dual fuel power system. In February 2012, jichai 

400KW dual fuel ship engine obtained CCS certification, marking the China Classification Society 

(CCS) certificate of three series of dual fuel products, namely C6190, C8190 and L81903. Jichai has 

also developed 260,320 cylinder diameter pure gas engine, with single cylinder power of 250KW and 

400KW respectively, and can be configured with 6,7,8,9,12,14,16,18 cylinder gas engine according 

to user requirements. 

In 2008, Zichai started the research and development of marine dual fuel engine. It cooperated with 

Shandong University to carry out research on intuitive multi-point injection and mixed combustion 

engine. The gas intake methods adopted include single point injection before supercharging and 

multi-point injection after supercharging. In 2013, Zichai launched 210 series dual fuel medium speed 

engine. In 2014, Zichai independently developed Z8170 intrinsically safe multi-point injection dual 

supercharged dual fuel engine, and completed CCS approval type test and NOx emission test in 2015 
[2] [7]. 

Weichai is developing a 6M26HPDI marine high-speed dual fuel engine, which adopts high-pressure 

direct injection and micro diesel ignition technology [7]. In 2015, the DF210 dual fuel engine 

independently developed by Ningbo Zhongce passed the certification test of China Classification 

Society (CCS). Yuchai's blue whale SK Series Diesel / natural gas dual fuel engine meets IMO Tier 

II standard in fuel mode and IMO Tier III standard in dual fuel mode. In June 2015, the 5RT-flex 

50DF dual fuel low-speed engine jointly produced by Wärtsilä and Yuchai group was successfully 

delivered, which is also the first marine dual fuel low-speed engine in China [4]. In November 2017, 

the first micro pilot dual fuel engine L23 / 30DF manufactured by China Shipbuilding Machinery Co., 

Ltd. successfully completed Tier III emission certification of IMO [8]. 

4. Brief introduction of  Wärtsilä Dual-Fuel medium speed engine gas system 

Wärtsilä Dual-Fuel medium speed engine is a four stroke engine, which can be operated in natural 

gas mode or diesel mode. The fuel used in the engine is natural gas or light oil (MDO) / heavy oil 

(HFO). In the process of engine operation, the working mode can be changed within a certain range 

without interruption of power generation. If the air supply fails, the engine will automatically switch 

to diesel mode operation (MDF). 

Wärtsilä Dual-Fuel medium speed engine starts in diesel mode. It uses main fuel valve and pilot oil 

valve to inject fuel. After the engine runs stably, the diesel engine can switch to gas mode when the 

load is more than 15% and less than 80%. In the gas mode, the dual fuel engine adopts the multi-

point injection mode of intake port, and the main gas valve injects low-pressure gas (about 1.6Mpa) 

to In the intake manifold, it is mixed with compressed air. When the piston goes down, the mixed gas 

is drawn into the cylinder; during the compression stroke, the gas and air are further mixed, and an 

appropriate amount of pilot oil is injected at the end of the compression stroke to ignite the mixed 

gas. The overall process adopts Otto cycle, and the working principle is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Working principle of Wärtsilä Dual-Fuel medium speed engine 

 

4.1 Composition of gas system 

4.1.1 LNG filling system 

The LNG filling method is similar to the conventional LPG transportation, which is mainly composed 

of LNG filling station, LNG liquid filling into the main pipe and LNG vapor recovery main pipe. 

LNG filling methods include direct bottom filling and spray pipe filling. The schematic diagram is 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of LNG filling system. 

 

During LNG filling, the liquid is first added into the fuel storage tank by the bottom filling pipe. 

During the filling process, some LNG liquid will be vaporized. In order to ensure the pressure in the 

tank and the fuel filling speed, the LNG gas generated will be recycled to the fuel filling system on 

shore. 

4.1.2 Gas treatment system 

The main task of the gas treatment system is to convert the liquid fuel in the LNG storage tank into 

gas with appropriate temperature and pressure for DF engine. At present, for DF engine, there are 

mainly two design schemes for mature gas treatment system (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 5 shows the pump less scheme with only evaporator. LNG liquid is mainly converted into gas 

through booster evaporator and main evaporator. When the LNG liquid is filled, the LNG liquid will 

enter the booster evaporator due to gravity, and the LNG liquid will be changed into LNG gas with a 

certain pressure through the booster evaporator, and the automatic control valve at the outlet will be 

opened to return the formed gas to the storage bin. Due to the continuous formation of LNG gas, the 

pressure in the storage bin will gradually increase. When the pressure in the gas cabin rises to the set 

pressure (slightly higher than the pressure entering into the DF engine), the automatic control valve 

will close; when the engine needs to use gas, the automatic control valve will open, and the LNG 

liquid will flow into the main evaporator, and the LNG gas with the required pressure and temperature 

of the engine will be formed after heating After passing through the buffer tank, the main gas valve 

controls the gas supply to the gas valve group unit (GVU) of the dual fuel engine. Due to the 

continuous supply of gas to the engine, the gas pressure in the storage bin will continue to drop. When 

the pressure drops below the set pressure, the booster evaporator will be put into use again to provide 

gas to the storage tank, so as to ensure that the pressure in the storage tank is within a certain range, 

and the gas supply pressure will not drop. The automatic operation and stop of the booster evaporator 

is realized by the pressure sensor set in the storage tank and the automatic control valve at its inlet 

and outlet. 

 

1. LNG fuel storage tanks;2. Booster evaporator;3. The main evaporator; 4. stabilization tank;5. Gas 

main valve; 5. LNG gas to engine gas valve unit; 

Fig. 5 Pumpless LNG gas treatment system with evaporator only 

 

1.LNG fuel storage tanks; 2. LNG fuel supply pump; 2. LNG gas evaporator; 4. LNG gas heater; 5. 

Buffer tank; 6. Gas main valve; 7. LNG gas to engine gas valve unit; 7. LNG fuel filling main rail; 

Fig.6 Pump type LNG gas treatment system 

 

Fig. 6 shows the LNG gas treatment system with fuel supply pump, gas evaporator and gas heater. 

The difference between this method and the first method is that without pump, the pressure in the gas 

storage bin should be kept within a certain range through the booster evaporator, so as to ensure the 

stability of gas supply pressure; the method with pump is to pressurize through the gas fuel supply 

pump, and there is no requirement for the pressure in the fuel storage tank. When the dual fuel engine 

needs to use gas, the fuel supply pump will be put into use. Due to the suction effect of the fuel supply 

pump, the LNG liquid in the storage tank is supplied from the bottom pipeline. The fuel supply pump 

increases the LNG liquid pressure to a certain value, and then enters the gas evaporator to heat and 
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vaporize the LNG liquid into LNG gas with a certain pressure and temperature, reaching the set 

pressure and temperature of L Ng gas will enter the gas buffer tank and then supply gas to the gas 

valve group unit (GVU) of the dual fuel engine through the main gas valve. Due to the continuous 

suction of LNG fuel supply pump, a negative pressure will be formed in the fuel storage tank. The 

steam pipe connected at the outlet of the gas evaporator will send part of the gas back to the fuel 

storage tank to ensure that the pressure in the tank will not be too low. At the outlet of the fuel supply 

pump, there is a pipeline connected to the liquid filling main pipe, through which part of the liquid is 

sprayed into the tank, so as to keep the temperature in the fuel storage tank stable. 

In the process of LNG liquid adding, the heating medium will freeze due to the low temperature. 

Therefore, the mixed solution of ethylene glycol water is used as the intermediate heating medium 

for the heaters and evaporators of the two schemes, and the glycol water is heated by the steam heating 

system or hot oil heating system usually installed on the ship through the heat exchanger. 

4.1.3 Gas valve unit 

Before the gas is supplied to the engine it passes through the Gas Valve Unit (GVU). The GVU 

include a gas pressure regulating valve and a series of block and bleed valves to ensure reliable and 

safe operation on gas. 

The unit includes a manual shut-off valve, purging connections, fine filter, main fuel gas pressure 

regulator, shut-off block valves, ventilating valves, pressure transmitters/gauges and a gas 

temperature transmitter. 

The fine filter protects downstream equipment from impurities. The filter is equipped with a 

differential pressure switch indicating an alarm for a dirty filter. The setpoint for the alarm is 20 kPa 

and the filtration degree of the filter is 2 μm at 98% separation. 

The fuel gas pressure regulating valve adjusts the gas feed pressure to the engine according to engine 

load. The pilot operated pressure regulator is controlled by the engine control system through an I/P 

converter. 

The system is designed to get the correct fuel gas pressure to the engine common rail pipe at all times. 

The gas valve unit is also equipped with a safety shut-off valve (SSV). The SSV is physically located 

at the pressure regulating valve, and protects downstream equipment from high pressure. If too high 

pressure is detected downstream from the valve, the shut-off mechanism will close, shutting off the 

gas supply. The SSV is a safety feature and will activate in case of major upstream piping failure and 

can only be manually reset. 

The two shut-off block valves together with gas ventilating valves form a block-and-bleed function. 

Electropneumatic shut-off valves effectively close off gas supply to the engine on request. The 

solenoid operated venting valves will relief the pressure trapped in the system after closing of the 

blocking valves. The block and bleed valves V14, V15 and V18 are operated as fail-safe, i.e. they 

will close on current failure. Venting valves V16 and V19 are fail-open, they will open on current 

failure. There are two connections for purging the piping with inert gas, see figure 7 "Gas valve unit 

P&I diagram". 

During a stop sequence of DF-engine gas operation (i.e. upon gas trip, pilot trip, stop, emergency stop 

or shutdown in gas operating mode, or transfer to diesel operating mode) the GVU performs a gas 

shut-off and ventilation sequence. Both shut-off valves (V15 and V18) on the gas valve unit are closed 

and ventilation valves (V16 and V19) downstream from the first shut-off valve are opened. 

The gas valve unit will perform a leak test procedure before startup. This is a safety precaution to 

ensure the tightness of valves and the proper function of components. 

A gas valve unit is required for each engine. The GVU has to be located as close the engine as possible 

to ensure engine response to transient conditions, in the engine room or in a separate gas valve room. 

The maximum distance between the GVU and the engine gas inlet is 10 m. 

Inert gas and compressed air are to be dry and clean. Inert gas pressure max 5 bar. 
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Fig. 7 Gas valve unit P&I diagram 

4.1.4 Master fuel gas valve 

For LNG carriers, IMO IGC code requires a master gas fuel valve to be installed in the fuel gas feed 

system. At least one master gas fuel valve is required, but it is recommended to apply one valve for 

each engine compartment using fuel gas to enable independent operation. 

The main gas admission valves feed gas into the inlet ports of the cylinder heads. The valves are 

direct-actuated solenoid valves. 

There is one main gas admission valve per cylinder. The valve is located between the gas manifold 

and the multiduct. 

The control and monitoring system controls the main gas admission valve's timing and duration. 

It is always recommended to have one main shut-off valve directly outside the engine room and valve 

room in any kind of installation. The Internal fuel gas system diagram is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8 Internal fuel gas system diagram 
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5. Brief introduction of control system of Wärtsilä Dual-Fuel medium speed 

engine 

Wärtsilä Unified Controls – UNIC is a modular embedded automation system. UNIC C3 is used for 

engines with electronically controlled fuel injection and has a hardwired interface for control 

functions and a bus communication interface for alarm and monitoring. 

The dual fuel engine control and monitoring system comprises: 

• Built-on engine control system 

• Unit Control Panel (UCP) 

• Wärtsilä Operators Interface System (WOIS) 

• Wärtsilä Information System Environment (WISE) 

• Uninterrupted power supply (UPS), optional 

• Motor Control Centre (MCC), optional 

 

 

Fig. 9 Principal overview of main components in a DF engine installation 

 

5.1 Built-on engine control system 

The system is based on several electronic modules, which communicate over dual CAN-bus. The 

system collects signals from sensors connected to locally mounted modules at different locations on 

the engine. 
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The signals are processed and compared with the control parameters given for all the active engine 

processes (such as speed or load control, air/fuel ratio control etc.). 

 

 

Fig. 10 Built-on engine control system communication and signals 

 

Table 2. Short explanation of the modules 
NO. Modules Short explanation 

1 LCP 
Local Control Panel is equipped with push buttons and switches for local engine 

control, as well as indication of running hours and safety-critical operating parameters. 

2 LDU 
Local Display Unit offers a set of menus for retrieval and graphical display of 

operating data, calculated data and event history. The module also handles 

communication with external systems over Modbus TCP. 

3 CAN Mode of communication between modules 

4 CCM 
Cylinder Control Module. Handles fuel injection control, and local measurements at the 

cylinders where it is used. 

5 IOM 
Input/Output Module handles measurements and limited control functions in a specific 

area on the engine. 

6 ESM 

Engine Safety Module handles fundamental engine safety, for example shutdown due 

to overspeed or low lubricating oil pressure. The safety module is the interface to the 

shutdown devices and backup instruments. 

7 MCM 
Main Control Module. Handles all strategic control functions (such as start/stop 

sequencing and speed/load control) of the engine. 

8 PDM 

Power Distribution Module handles fusing, power distribution, earth fault monitoring 

and EMC filtration in the system. It provides two fully redundant 24 VDC supplies to 

all modules, sensors and control devices. 

9 MC Installation equipment 

 

5.2 Engine internal control 

The composition relationship between the engine and each system is as follows, which is the overall 

control principle of UNIC C3. The communication relationship between each module can be clearly 

understood through Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11 UNIC C3 overview 

 

Fig. 12 Signal overview (Main engine) 
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In the process of engine control, there is a lot of signal transmission between each module, and the 

general communication signals are as follows: 

 

 

Fig. 13. Signal overview (Generating set) 

 

5.3 Engine operating modes 

Wärtsilä dual fuel engines can be requested by operator to run in two different operating modes: 

• Gas operating mode (gas fuel + pilot fuel injection) 

• Diesel operating mode (conventional diesel fuel injection + pilot fuel injection) 

In addition, engine control and safety system or the blackout detection system can force the engine to 

run in backup operating mode (conventional diesel fuel injection only). 

It is possible to transfer a running engine from gas- into diesel operating mode. Below a certain load 

limit the engine can be transferred from diesel- into gas operating mode. The engine will 

automatically trip from gas- into diesel operating mode (gas trip) in several alarm situations. Request 

for diesel operating mode will always override request for gas operating mode.  

The engine control system automatically forces the engine to backup operating mode (regardless of 

operator choice of operating mode) in two cases: 
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• Pilot fuel injection system related fault is detected (pilot trip) 

• Engine is started while the blackout-signal (from external source) is active. 

 

Fig. 14 Principle of engine operating modes 

5.4 Engine Start Control 

5.4.1 Start in gas operating mode 

If the engine is ready to start in gas operating mode the output signals "engine ready for gas 

operation"(no gas trips are active) and "engine ready for start" (no start blockings are active) are 

activated. In gas operating mode the following tasks are performed automatically: 

• A GVU gas leakage test is performed 

• The starting air is activated 

• Pilot fuel injection is enabled and pilot fuel pump is activated (if electric-driven) along with pilot 

fuel pressure control 

• Starting air is disengaged 

• A combustion check is performed 

• Gas admission is started and engine speed is raised to nominal 

The start mode is interrupted in case of abnormalities during the start sequence. The start sequence 

takesabout 1.5 minutes to complete. 

5.4.2 Start in diesel operating mode 

When starting an engine in diesel operating mode the GVU check is omitted. The pilot combustion 

check is performed to ensure correct functioning of the pilot fuel injection in order to enable later 

transfer into gas operating mode. The start sequence takes about one minute to complete. 

5.4.3 Start in blackout mode 

When the blackout signal is active, the engine will be started in backup operating mode. The start is 

performed similarly to a conventional diesel engine, i.e. after receiving start signal the engine will 

start and ramp up to nominal speed using only the conventional diesel fuel system. The blackout 

signal disables some of the start blocks to get the engine running as quickly as possible. All checks 

during start-up that are related to gas fuel system or pilot fuel system are omitted. Therefore the engine 

is not able to transfer from backup operating mode to gas- or diesel operating mode before the gas 

and pilot system related safety measures have been performed. This is done by stopping the engine 

and re-starting it in diesel- or gas operating mode. 
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After the blackout situation is over (i.e. when the first engine is started in backup operating mode, 

connected to switchboard, loaded, and consequently blackout-signal cleared), more engines should 

be started, and the one running in backup mode stopped and re-started in gas- or diesel operating 

mode. 

5.5 Gas/diesel transfer control 

5.5.1 Transfer from gas- to diesel-operating mode 

The engine will transfer from gas to diesel operating mode at any load within 1s. This can occur in 

three different ways: manually, by the engine control system or by the gas safety system (gas 

operation mode blocked). 

5.5.2 Transfer from diesel- to gas-operating mode 

The engine can be transferred to gas at engine load below 80% in case no gas trips are active, no pilot 

trip has occurred and the engine was not started in backup operating mode (excluding combustion 

check). 

It is not recommended to run on gas when the engine load is low, as shown in figure 15. 

Fuel transfers to gas usually takes about 2 minutes to complete, in order to minimize disturbances to 

the gas fuel supply systems. 

The engine can run in backup operating mode in case the engine has been started with the blackout 

start input active or a pilot trip has occurred. A transfer to gas operating mode can only be done after 

a combustion check, which is done by restarting the engine. 

A leakage test on the GVU is automatically done before each gas transfer. 

 

Fig. 15 Operating modes are load dependent 

5.6 Stop, shutdown and emergency stop 

5.6.1 Stop mode 

Before stopping the engine, the control system shall first unload the engine slowly (if the engine is 

loaded),and after that open the generator breaker and send a stop signal to the engine. 

Immediately after the engine stop signal is activated in gas operating mode, the GVU performs gas 

shutoff and ventilation. The pilot injection is active during the first part of the deceleration in order 

to ensure that all gas remaining in engine is burned. 

In case the engine was stopped in gas operating mode or gas has been utilized in the engine, the gas 

pipe from the GVU to the engine is purged with inert gas. The exhaust gas system is ventilated to 

discharge any unburned gas, if gas has been utilized within two minutes prior to the stop. 
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5.6.2 Shutdown mode 

Shutdown mode is initiated automatically as a response to measurement signals. 

In shutdown mode the clutch/generator breaker is opened immediately without unloading. The actions 

following a shutdown are similar to normal engine stop. 

Shutdown mode must be reset by the operator and the reason for shutdown must be investigated and 

corrected before re-start. 

5.6.3Emergency stop mode 

The sequence of engine stopping in emergency stop mode is similar to shutdown mode, except that 

also the pilot fuel injection is de-activated immediately upon stop signal. 

Emergency stop is the fastest way of manually shutting down the engine. In case the emergency stop 

pushbutton is pressed, the button is automatically locked in pressed position and an emergency stop 

relay is activated. 

To return to normal operation the push button must be pulled out and alarms acknowledged. 

6. Conclusion 

With the increasing attention of human beings to environmental protection and the improvement of 

ship emission standards, the development direction of marine engine has also changed. The dual fuel 

engine will become an important direction of engine research. At present, the research on dual fuel 

engine is still in the rising stage, and the development of dual fuel engine needs us to explore and 

progress all the time. This paper can provide some theoretical basis for the regulation, the history of 

dual fuel engine and the introduction of Wärtsilä dual fuel medium speed engine, which can provide 

reference for the development of dual fuel engine. 
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